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Abstract

To lower monitoring thresholds to detect and locate small seismic events and identify nuclear explosions from natural seismicity, maximum information must be extracted from limited available data. For small events (M<4.0) only a few stations may observe the event above background noise at regional or far-regional distances. Additional information on the location, depth, and source is embedded in the waveforms, but isolating their contributions proves difficult. Three-component recording at two stations coupled with a few P-wave picks is sufficient to refine locations, depth, and source parameters. Several methodologies have been attempted to address these seismograms mainly associated with either calibration or wave equation analysis. While satisfying the wave equation has intellectual merit, the great complexity of the earth continues to limit its usefulness, especially at higher frequency. In contrast, calibration methods seem to be the most practical in solving the problems involving the location and identification of small events. Note that some of the best small event discriminants involve the excitation of energy in the 5 to 10 Hz range where waveform modeling is in its infancy. Moreover, if some calibration events are available, the coda magnitude methodology developed by Mayeda and his colleagues proves very useful. To extend this calibration method to moment-rate estimates requires additional information about source time histories of the calibration events, where a cluster of different size events (main plus aftershocks) becomes particularly useful.

Our main objective is to join these two approaches by using waveform modeling at the longer periods, station-path timing corrections, and frequency-dependent amplitude corrections at frequencies above 0.5 Hz. In particular, we have made some progress by using 3 to 15s periods to develop 2D phase delay corrections (Maps) for Airy Phase Rayleigh and Love Waves for Southern California. Three component recordings at two stations coupled with a few P-wave picks proves very effective to refine locations, depths, and source parameters when compared against results for 150 stations. For still smaller events, we developed a method to work in the 0.5 to 0.2 Hz band (essentially the short-period band), and invert P-waveforms for source parameters down to $M_w = 2$ using station calibration. These events can be used to calibrate P-waves for still smaller events working in the 8 to 2 Hz range. This allows the modeling of short-period array P-wave data where numerous events can be examined in terms of source excitation, mining blasts, small explosions, major accidents, etc. Accurate estimates of $m_b$ (P-wave energy) can be used in combination with SP/LP ratio, Woods and Helmberger (1997) to produce an effective discriminant for small magnitudes.
OBJECTIVE

Our main objective is to develop methods for locating and identifying seismic events, focusing primarily on earthquakes but including mining blasts and explosions. To advance methodologies, we want to use our computational resources to address both deterministic approaches as well as developing a better physical understanding of scattering where frequency-dependent coda magnitudes prove so effective. While the latter is apparently source-radiation pattern free (above some cut-off frequency), the direct phases are not and thus the combination should be even more effective in discrimination. In this report, we concentrate on the direct phases and produce a very well recorded set of events (2<M<5) which can be used for calibration and scattering models.

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED

We begin with a brief review of modeling and how we intend to use the larger events (M>3.5) as “Master events” to select simple paths and develop frequency-dependent station corrections. These refinements can then be used to address directivity effects for the larger events (M>3.5).

Our basic idea is to explore the large number of seismic stations in Southern California (SC) to develop useful techniques. Since earthquake occurrence in Southern California has been one of the highest in the world, we have a natural laboratory to observe seismic wave complexity generated by different types of earthquakes in a variety of tectonic settings. The number of events recorded is huge but the earthquake catalog Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) is still dominated by information generated by the short-period array, namely, location and focal-mechanism plots based on travel time and first motion polarity picks. The relative locations has greatly increased in resolution with the cross-correlation methodology, where the first few seconds of P-waves are used in establishing onset timing differentials, Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000) and Shearer et al. (2005). More recently, the latter researchers have used this same window to estimate Brune-type source parameters with considerable success.

The change over from short-period vertical-type seismology to broadband waveform modeling is facing considerable challenges caused by propagational complexity. At long-periods, LP>6s, these features are less severe and have been modeled remarkably well even for regions along the extended Los Angeles basin, Liu et al. (2004) and Tromp et al. (2005). However, automated methods still use longer period surface-waves and apply a CMT-type solution. These solutions for larger events agree well with the Harvard Centroid Moment Tensors but apparently agree less well with the depth estimates given in the SCSN files. The sensitivity of long-period surface-wave to depth is relatively low. A more accurate determination is possible with the use of depth phases, Helmberger and Wood (1996). Thus including bodywaves into source inversions proves quite useful in constraining possible solutions and are combined in a hybrid method developed by Zhao and Helmberger (1994). This approach called the “cut and paste” (CAP) method breaks the seismograms into segments, upper panel of Fig. 1, and fits the waveforms independently. Synthetics for a model, 1D in this exercise, are stored as a function of distance and depth for the fundamental fault systems, strike-slip, dip-slip, and 45° dip-slip. Combinations of these three synthetics based on weighting determined by possible strike (θ), slip (λ), and dip (δ) are used to obtain the best solution, Zhao and Helmberger (1994), Zhu and Helmberger (1996), and Tan and Helmberger (2006). The source mechanism is obtained by applying a direct grid search through all possible combinations to find the global minimum of misfit between the data and synthetics. In this search, a range of time shifts are allowed between portions of the seismograms when correlating with synthetics to account for crustal variation not included in the model. For example, the observed Pnl waves (extended P-waves) are too early by .7s at PAS and by .36s at GSC, see Fig. 2 for a phase delay map used to predict these delays for surface waves. The cross-correlation values are given in the second row of numbers. The best depth is obtained by fitting a curve through the best fitting grid solutions, and estimating the minimum.

The bottom of Fig. 1 displays how two stations can be used to determine location, depth, origin time, and mechanism simultaneously. The white lines show possible locations based on the P-wave travel time picks for these two stations. If station delays are small, the preferred location would fall along the slice (±.05). If there are delays at any one station, the location will be shifted as displayed. If we knew the surface waves travel time delays, we could also search for the best combination of unknowns by allowing the source to be
situated at every node in a cube and searching for the best mechanism for that position, Tan et al. (2006). Adding P-waves with calibrated paths greatly strengthens this approach by fixing the location and nodes. The surface waves then help to fix the depth and moment. We think such a methodology can be used to study events with the sparse datasets, especially when combined with coda-magnitudes.

The rapid expansion of TriNet array has allowed applications of the earlier developed techniques to a much larger data set, Tan and Helmberger (2006), where we have retrieved the source parameters of 250 earthquakes that occurred between 1998-2005 with the so-called “cut and paste” source estimation technique. The two-station methodology was used at the two stations, PAS and GSC (Fig. 1) and tested against the results of the full array. Nearly 80% of the events can be located by these two stations to within 5 km with accurate depth and mechanism estimates, using the phase-delay maps for Love and Rayleigh waves as in Fig. 2. This particular map was generated directly from modeling local events but given the similarity of Fig. 2 with tomographic imaging, Figure 1 of Ritzwoller et al. (2005), it appears they can be generated by synthetic means which will be discussed in the poster. Moreover, high resolution models are presently being developed for particular regions, Rodgers et al. (1999). Although retrieving source mechanisms of magnitude ~3.5 or above events has become a routine process with redundant waveform data from the dense TriNet array, smaller events can hardly be addressed by such long-period (>5 sec) inversions due to the poor signal to noise ratio. Moreover, the second order source characteristics of the magnitude 4 events, such as finite fault and rupture directivity, remain unresolved in the long-period frequency band.

An effective way to address these problems is to model waveform data at shorter periods. However, the unmodeled structural effect often becomes overwhelming, where one has to face the inherent trade-offs between source complexity and structural heterogeneity. Under such circumstances, analyzing clustered events of different sizes provides a practical way to “separate” the source from the structural effect. Figure 3 displays a typical comparison between the records at the same station GSC from three clustered events near Big Bear. While the smaller events are depleted in long-period (5-20 sec) energy, all the three events display very similar signals in the higher frequency bands. This implies propagational stability along the path. Although what has caused the complexity is unclear, the most important information conveyed in Fig. 3 is the possibility of a “two-way” calibration process. First, we can use the magnitude 4 event with the known source mechanism to calibrate the path effect on short-period records, so that smaller events can be studied. Secondly, the smaller events can provide empirical Green’s functions at high frequency for studying the detailed rupture process of the big event. Although we only address events with magnitude down to two here, the same methodology has a potential for even smaller events working in the 2 to 8 Hz window.

a) Determining mall earthquake focal mechanisms using high frequency P-waves

In this section, we will demonstrate the two major steps in terms of using high frequency P-waves, namely, path calibration, and short period P-wave inversion. We concentrate on the first P arrival (mainly $P_g$ and $P_n$ phases), since they are the most easily isolated and understood in terms of crustal complexity. The frequency band of 0.5-2Hz is selected, where small events with $M_L$ down to ~2.0 have good signal to noise ratio, while detailed rupture processes of bigger events are mostly filtered out.

The 2003 Big Bear sequence started with a magnitude 5 mainshock and produced about 100 aftershocks with magnitudes down to 2 in the following couple of months. Among them, six events have adequate signal to noise ratio for the LP inversion. The discrepancies between the observed P-waves and the synthetics in the SP-band are mainly manifested as amplitude differences. For quantification purposes, we define the function of “Amplitude Amplification Factor” (AAF) as

$$AAF = \sqrt{\frac{\int u^2(t) dt}{\int s^2(t) dt}},$$

where $u(t)$ is the observed waveform and $s(t)$ is the synthetic waveform.
where \( u(t) \) and \( s(t) \) are the data and synthetics, respectively. The integration is over a 2 sec window centered on the onset of P wave. It appears that the most anomalous AAFs occur for the stations in the basins. In particular, these stations are consistently characterized by large AAFS (>1) on the vertical component, but small AAFs (<1) on the radial component. This discrepancy between the vertical and radial components has been noted by many previous investigators (e.g., Savage and Helmberger, 2004). By comparing the AAFs derived from all the calibration events, particularly, the thrust and the strike-slip events, we found a large number (~70) of stations display stable, and mechanism-independent AAFs, which suggest the amplitude discrepancy of the synthetic P-waves could be corrected to model the observations, hence determine the earthquake focal mechanism.

We invert the short-period P waves with a similar grid-search approach as in the long-period inversion, where we minimize the L2 norm of the misfit between the data and synthetics:

\[
e = \left\| u(t) - AAF \cdot s(t) \right\|.
\]  

(2)

The AAFs in equation (1) are taken as the averages of the AAFs derived from the calibration events. The validation test with respect to the calibration events shows remarkable agreement between the results from short-period P-wave inversions and their known LP solutions (Tan and Helmberger, 2006a). Moreover, the advantage of adding the AAF corrections is clearly displayed in Fig. 4 where the results with and without the AAF corrections for the calibration event 13936432 are compared. Note that this works for events independent of mechanism indicating that the correction is primarily caused at the station. We also conducted statistic tests on the calibration events using subsets of the recording stations to mimic the poor coverage smaller events will face, in an attempt to quantify how many stations are needed for a reliable solution. We have demonstrated that one would need 15 stations, or 10 stations with the largest azimuthal gap less than 90° to obtain accurate results, (Tan and Helmberger, 2006). Although we have used only regional data, any distance can be included to enhance coverage, including far-regional and teleseismic, if calibrated in the SP-band.

With reasonably accurate mechanisms of small events, we can greatly increase the population and generate record sections of events at a single station, (see Figure 5). These events ranges in magnitude from 2.1 (13936196) to 5.1 (13935988). The top two-thirds are mostly small strike-slip events with similar seismograms. The lower portion of the section contains some larger events with some thrust events (bottommost trace), with changes in polarities in secondary arrivals.

b) Rupture Directivity

A direct consequence of rupture propagation on a fault plane is the azimuthal dependence of the observed source time function (STF). In brief, if a seismic station is located along the rupture propagation direction, the STF is narrower and has higher amplitude. For a station located such that the rupture is propagating away from it, the STF will be spread out and have a smaller amplitude. Instead of using inaccurate Green's functions, Hartzell (1978) demonstrated the feasibility of modeling the strong ground motion of a large earthquake using records from its own aftershocks as Green's functions. This empirical Green's function (EGF) approach assumes the large event and the EGF events occur at a similar location and have a similar focal mechanism, so that they share nearly the same propagational effect, and a linear scaling between their source terms exists at the same stations. Since we can rotate an aftershock to be the same mechanism as the target event, the method becomes particularly useful. We estimate the relative source time function, RSTF (t), specified by the convolution of two triangles, rise time and rupture time. We force the rise time to be independent of azimuth and solve by grid search. We illustrate the process in Fig. 6 for event 13937492, third trace from the bottom of Fig. 5, for a sample of azimuths. Preliminary results from Tan and Helmberger (2006b) indicate that most events larger than 3.5 have recognizable patterns but events in clusters show a great deal of variability in rise time (stress-drop). Because those frequencies are in the bandpass used in discriminants, they become a crucial issue for explaining anomalous data points in both energy ratio discriminants, i.e., Woods and Helmberger (1997), and P-S high frequency ratios, Walter et al. (2002).
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, we demonstrate that regional seismograms from as few as two stations suffice to determine both the source location and mechanism provided that we have path calibration. For the 200 events tested here, the two station solutions agree well with those from the entire TriNet array except for a few cases. We also demonstrated that the magnitude 4 events with known source mechanisms can be used to calibrate the path effects on the short-period (0.5-2 sec) P waves, so that the corrected P waves can be modeled for determining focal mechanisms of the smaller events within clusters. The correction is formulated in terms of a station-specific “Amplitude Amplification Factor” (AAF), whose origin is mainly due to the site effect. Second, we show that the smaller events with radiation pattern corrections provide excellent empirical Green’s functions (EGFs) for investigating the detailed rupture processes of the magnitude 4 events.

Future plans include (1) the extension of SP calibration to S-waves to constrain radiation pattern, (2) defining the portion of the recordings that are radiation pattern free (coda), (3) developing a better understanding of scattering in terms of surface structure, (4) using these measures to study mining blasts and local explosions, and (5) include the above information into a new SP/LP discriminate, Woods and Helmberger (1997) and testing at various test sites.
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Figure 1. Demonstration of how to determine the location and mechanism simultaneously by searching various positions in a cube. The resolution based on misfit error for a 2D section at the preferred depth (7.3 km) is displayed. The various trade-offs can be seen in a 3D image. Note that if these two P-wave paths have zero corrections, we could fix the location to within a few km.
Figure 2. Comparison of the Rayleigh delay map against the topography.

Figure 3. This figure displays the comparisons among the records from clustered, but different-sized events, $M_L = 4.6, 2.4$ and $1.8$. For each event, the four traces from the top to bottom are the original vertical component broadband record, and the filtered records featuring different frequency bands.
Figure 4. (Top) The resulted P-wave waveform fits on the vertical component from the short-period inversions without (left) and with AAF corrections (right) for the event 13936432 (bottom). The resolution of the solutions from short-period inversions for the event 13936432 without (left) and with AAF corrections (right) is displayed as the scaled waveform misfit errors. A red star indicates where the best solution resides with the blow up of the slice at the bottom. The white contours of 20% variance increase are displayed as the uncertainty estimates.
Figure 5. The vertical component records at station DPP from the clustered events of the 2003 Big Bear sequence. The traces are ordered with the separations between P and PmP increasing from the top to the bottom. Note the Pn phase changes sign for the thrust events due to the radiation pattern (bottom trace).
Figure 6. The selected waveform fits (Vertical P-waves) between the records from event 13937492 (black) and the “synthetics” (red) using the records from event 13937632 as EGFs. The relative source time functions (RSTFs) are given to the left. Plotted are the absolute amplitudes, except that a scaling factor of \(\frac{1}{4}\), \(\frac{1}{2}\), and 2 has been applied to the stations JVA, PDU, and PLS respectively for the display purpose. The obtained best RSTFs for the stations are circled. Note the apparent azimuthal pattern of the RSTFs.